Houston Academy of Medicine-Texas Medical Center Library
Nursing Journal Titles

*AANA journal*
Park Ridge, Ill. (etc.) American Association of Nurse Anesthetists
v. 42 - Feb. 1974-
Continues: *Journal of the American Association of Nurse Anesthetists*

*AANNT*
See: *The Journal of the American Association of Nephrology Nurses and Technicians*

*AANNT journal*
[Pitman, NJ]: American Association of Nephrology Nurses and Technicians
v. 8-11 1981-1984
Continues: *Journal of the American Association of Nephrology Nurses and Technicians*
Continued by: *ANNA journal*

*AAOHN journal: official journal of the American Association of Occupational Health Nurses*
[Atlanta, G]: Published by Slack, Inc. for the AAOHN
v. 34 - 1986-
Continues: *Occupational health nursing*

*AEJNE: Australian Electronic Journal of Nursing (Electronic Journal)*

*American journal of critical care: an official publication, American Association of Critical-Care Nurses*
Aliso Viejo, CA: The Association
v. 1 - 1992-

*American journal of nursing*
v. 1-10, 10-21, 22- 1900-1909/10, 1910-1921, 1922-

*The American nurse*
Kansas City: American Nurses' Association
v. 4 - Feb. 1972-

*Annual review of nursing research*
v. 1 - 1983-

*ANR*
See: *Applied Nursing Research*

*ANS, Advances in nursing science*
[Frederick, MD: Aspen Systems Corp.]
v. 1 - Oct. 1978-

*AORN journal*
[Denver, CO: Association of Operating Room Nurses]
v. 1 - 1963-
Applied nursing research: ANR
[Philadelphia, PA]: WB Saunders
v. 4-1990-

ARN journal
[Glenview, IL] Association of Rehabilitation Nurses
v. 1-5 1975-1980

Australian Electronic Journal of Nursing Education (Electronic Journal)

The Australian nurses' journal; AJN
South Melbourne, Victoria: Royal Australian Nursing Federation
v. 66-68 1968-1970

The Australian nursing journal: ANJ
North Fitzroy: Federal Secretary of the Australian Nursing Federation
v. 22, no. 11- June 1993-

Bedside nurse
New York: Duaal Publications Corp.
v. 1-5 1968-1972

BJN: British journal of nursing

BMC Nursing (Electronic Journal)

Canadian journal of nursing research
[Montreal: McGill University, School of Nursing]
v. 20-1988-

Canadian nurse
[Ottawa, etc.: Canadian Nurses’ Association]
v. 58-1962-

Cancer nursing
Hagerstown, MD [etc.] Lippincott-Raven Press Pub. [etc.]
v. 1-1978-

Cardio-vascular nursing
Dallas, TX: American Heart Association
v. 1-32 1965-1996

CIN: Computer information nursing (Electronic Journal)

Clinical nurse specialist; CNS
Baltimore, MD: Williams & Wilkins
v. 2-1988-

Clinical nursing research
v. 1-1992-
Community nurse
London: MacMillan Magazines
v. 1 - 1995-

Computers in nursing
Philadelphia, PA: JB Lippincott
v. 3 - 1985-

Critical care nursing clinics of North America
Philadelphia: WB Saunders Co.
v. 1 - 1989-

Critical care nurse
[Bridgewater, NJ]: Simms Associates
v. 1 - 1980-

Critical care nursing quarterly
[Frederick, MD]: Aspen Publications
v. 9 - 1987-

Current perspectives in nursing
St. Louis, MO: Mosby
v. 1 - 1977-

Dermatology nursing (Electronic Journal)

Dimensions of critical care nursing: DCCN
[Philadelphia, PA]: JB Lippincott
v. 2 - 1983-

Dimensions in oncology nursing: Journal of the Division of Nursing
[Houston, TX]: University of Texas Cancer Center, MD Anderson
v. 1-5 1985-1991

Evidence-based nursing
Harrow, Middlesex: London; RCN Pub Co; BMJ Pub Group
v. 2 - 1999-

Focus on critical care: American Association of Critical-Care Nurses
[St. Louis, MO]: CV Mosby
v. 11-19 1984-1992
Continues: Focus on AACN

Gastroenterology nursing (Electronic Journal)

Geriatric nursing
[St. Louis, MO: Mosby Inc., etc.]
v. 1 - 1980-

Health progress
[St. Louis, MO]: Catholic Health Association of the United States
v. 65 - 1984-
Holistic nursing practice
[Frederick, MD: Aspen Publishers]
v. 1- 1986-

Home healthcare nurse
[Bridgewater, NJ: Home Healthcare Nurse, Inc.]
v. 1- 1983-

Image
[Indianapolis, IN: Sigma Theta Tau]
v. 1-14 1967-1982

Image: The journal of nursing scholarship  (Electronic Journal)

Imprint: National student nurses association (Electronic Journal)

Intensive care nursing
Edinburgh; New York: Churchill Livingstone
v. 1-7 1985-1991
Continues: Intensive and critical care nursing

International journal of nursing Practice (Electronic Journal)

International journal of nursing studies
Oxford; New York: Pergamon Press
v. 8- 1971-

International nursing review
New Haven [etc.] International Council of Nurses
v. 5-13 1930-1939

International nursing review: official journal of the International Council of Nurses
Geneva: The Council
v. 5-6, 8- 1958-1959, 1961

Internet journal of advanced nursing practice  (Electronic Journal)

Internet nursing review  (Electronic Journal)

Irish nurses’ journal
[Dublin: Published by B. Spicer Ltd. For the Irish Nurses’ Organization]
v. 2-4 1969-1971

Issues in mental health nursing
[Washington, DC, etc., Taylor & Francis, Ltd., etc.]
v. 1- 1978-

Issues in comprehensive pediatric nursing  (Electronic Journal)

Issues in mental health nursing  (Electronic Journal)

JNSD
See: Journal for nurses in staff development
JOGN nursing  
[Hagerstown, MD] Medical Department, Harper & Row  
v. 1-13 1972-1984

JOGNN  
See: Journal of obstetric, gynecologic, and neonatal nursing: JOGNN

JONA  
See: Journal of nursing administration

Journal for nurses in staff development (Electronic Journal)

Journal of advanced nursing (Electronic Journal)  
Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publishers  
v. 1- 1976-

Journal of cardiovascular nursing  
[Frederick, MD: Aspen Publishers]  
v. 1- 1986-

Journal of clinical nursing (Electronic Journal)  
Oxford; Boston: Blackwell Scientific Publications  
v. 10:1- 2001-

Journal of community health nursing (Electronic Journal)

Journal of community nursing (Electronic Journal)

Journal of emergency nursing (Electronic Journal)

Journal of holistic nursing: official journal of the American Holistic Nurses' Association  
Telluride, CO: The Association  
v. 4- 1986-

Journal of intravenous nursing: the official publication of the Intravenous Nurses Society  
[Hagerstown, MD: Intravenous Nurses Society through JB Lippincott Co.  
v. 11, no. 1- Jan./Feb. 1988-

Journal of midwifery & women's health (Electronic Journal)  
New York, NY: Elsevier Science  
v. 45- 2000-  
Continues: Journal of nurse-midwifery

The Journal of neuroscience nursing: journal of the American Association of Neuroscience Nurses  
[Park Ridge, IL]: The Association  
v. 18- 1986-

Journal of neurosurgical nursing  
[Chicago, etc.] American Association of Neurosurgical Nurses  
v. 2-17 1969-1985

Journal of nursing administration (Electronic Journal)
Journal of nursing care  
v. 11-15 1978-1982

Journal of nursing care quality  
Frederick, MD: Aspen Publishers  
v. 6- 1991-  
Continues: Journal of nursing quality assurance

Journal of nursing education  
New York, NY: Blackiston Division, McGraw Hill  
v. 1- 1962-  

Journal of nursing history: a publication of the Nursing Archives Associates at Boston University  
[Boston, MA]: The Associates  
v. 1-3 1985-1988

Journal of nursing law  
Eau Claire, WI: Professional Education systems, Inc.  
v. 5- 1998-  

Journal of nursing management (Electronic Journal)

Journal of nursing quality assurance  
[Frederick, MD: Aspen Publishers  
v. 1-5 1986-1991  
Continued by: Journal of nursing quality care

Journal of nursing scholarship: an official publication of Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing  
Indianapolis, IN: JNS Publication Office  
v. 32- 2000-  

Journal of nursing staff development: JNSD  
[Philadelphia, PA]: Lippincott  
v. 1-14:2 1985-1998

The Journal of perinatal & neonatal nursing  
[Frederick, MD: Aspen Publishers  
v. 1- 1987-  

Journal of professional nursing: official journal of the American Association of Colleges of Nursing  
[Philadelphia, PA]: WB Saunders Co.  
v. 1- 1985-  

Journal of psychiatric and mental health nursing (Electronic Journal)  
The Journal of the American Association of Nurse Anesthetists  
Chicago  
v. 30-41 1962-1973  

Journal of the American psychiatric nurses association (Electronic Journal)
Journal of transcultural nursing: official journal of the Transcultural Nursing Society/Transcultural Nursing Society
Memphis, TN: University of Tennessee, Memphis College of Nursing for the Society
v. 1- 1989-

Journal of vascular nursing (Electronic Journal)

Mental health nursing (Electronic Journal)

Midwife, health visitor & community nurse
London
v. 11-27 1975-1991

Midwifery
Edinburgh; New York: Churchill Livingstone
v. 1- 1985-

Midwives: official journal of the Royal College of Midwives
London: The College

N & HC perspectives on community: official publication of the National League for Nursing
New York: National League for Nursing, Inc.
v. 16-18 1995-1997

NT
See: Nursing times
Nursing times: NT
Nursing times, nursing mirror: NT

Nurse anesthesia
E. Norwalk, CT: Appleton & Lange
v. 3-4 1992-1993

Nurse educator
[Philadelphia, PA, etc., Lippincott, etc.]
v. 1- 1976-

The Nurse practitioner
[Seattle, etc., Vernon Publications, etc.]
v. 1- 1975-

Nurse researcher (Electronic Journal)

Nurse week (Electronic Journal)

Nurses’ drug alert
New York, MJ Powers & Co. [etc.]
v. 14- 1990-

Nursing
[Jenkintown, PA: Intermed Communications]
v. 1- 1971-

*Nursing and health care: official publication of the National League for Nursing*
[Westport, CT: Health Science Division, Technomic Pub. Co.]

*Nursing and health care perspectives*
New York: National League for Nursing, Inc.
v. 18- 1997-

*Nursing and health sciences* (Electronic Journal)

*Nursing administration quarterly*
[Frederick, MD] Aspen Publishers, Inc.
v. 1- 1976-

*Nursing care*
v. 6-10 1973-1977
Continued by: *Journal of nursing care*

*Nursing case management: managing the process of patient care*
Hagerstown, MD: Lippincott
v. 1-5:2 1996-2000

*Nursing clinics of North America*
Philadelphia: WB Saunders Co.
v. 1- 1966-

*Nursing diagnosis: ND: the official journal of the North American Nursing Diagnosis Association*
v. 1, no. 1- Jan./Mar. 1990-

*Nursing digest*
Wakefield, MA: Nursing Digest, Inc
v. 1-6 1973-1979

*Nursing dimensions*
Wakefield, MA: Nursing Resources
v. 7 1979-1980

*Nursing economics*
[Pitman, NJ]: Anthony J. Jannetti, Inc.
v. 1- 1983-

*Nursing forum*
[Philadelphia, PA, etc.] Nursecom, Inc. [etc.]
v. 1- 1961/1962-

*Nursing inquiry* (Electronic Journal)

*Nursing journal of India*
New Delhi
v. 59-66 1968-1975

*Nursing law's Regan report*
Providence, RI: Medica Press
v. 40, no. 8- Jan. 2000-

*Nursing leadership*
[Thorofare, NJ: CB Slack, inc.]
v. 1-6 1978-1983
Continued by: *Nursing success today*

*Nursing management*
[Chicago, IL: S-N Publications, Inc.
v. 12-1981-

*Nursing mirror*
[Sutton, Surrey, England: IPC Specialist and Professional Press, etc.]
v. 144-161 1977-1985
Merged with: *Nursing times; Nursing times, nursing mirror*

*Nursing mirror and midwives journal*
[Sutton, Eng., etc., IPC Specialist and Professional Press, etc.]
v. 113-144 1962-1977
Merged with: *Queen's nursing journal, Nursing mirror*

*Nursing older people*
Harrow, Middlesex: RCN Publishing Ltd.
v. 12, no. 6- Sep. 2000-

*Nursing outlook*
New York: American Journal of Nursing Co.
v. 1- Jan. 1953-

*Nursing papers. Perspectives in nursing*
Montreal: School of Nursing, McGill University
v. 1-19 1969-1987

*Nursing philosophy (Electronic Journal)*

*Nursing research (Print Collection, Electronic Journal)*
Boston, Little Brown, and Co.
v. 1-1952-

*Nursing research*
New York, American Journal of Nursing Co.
v. 1-1952-

*Nursing research report*
[Kansas City, MO] American Nurses’ Foundation
v. 1-11 1966-1976

*Nursing science*
Philadelphia
Nursing science quarterly
Baltimore, MD: Williams & Wilkins
v. 1-3 1963-1965

Nursing spectrum (Electronic Journal)

Nursing standard (Print Collection, Electronic Journal)
[Nursing standard (Royal College of Nursing (Great Britain): 1987)] Nursing standard, Harrow, Middlesex: [Scutari Projects Ltd.
v. 8- 1994-

Nursing success today
[Thorofare, NJ: Slack Inc.
v. 1-3 1984-1986
Continues: Nursing leadership

The Nursing survey
[Philadelphia, FA Davis Co.]
v. 1-2 1962-1963

Nursing the elderly: in hospital, homes and the community
Preston Lancs: Hamilton Press
v. 4 1992
Continues: Geriatric nursing and home care
Continued by: Elderly Care

Nursing times
London: Macmillan Journals Ltd
v. 58-81 1962-1985
Continues: Nursing times and journal of midwifery

Nursing times, nursing mirror: NT
[London: Macmillan Journals]
v. 81-83 1985-1987
Continued by: Nursing times

Nursing update
Greenwich, CT: Miller and Fink Publishing Corp.
v. 1-7 1970-1976

Nursing Connections
Washington, DC: Division of Nursing, Washington Hospital Center
v. 1- 1988-

Nursing Life
[Horsham, PA: Intermed Communications, Inc.
v. 2-8 1982-1988

Office Nurse (Electronic Journal)

Online journal of nursing informatics (Electronic Journal)
Online journal of issues in nursing (Electronic Journal)

Online journal of knowledge synthesis for nursing (Electronic Journal)

Perspectives in psychiatric care
[Philadelphia, PA, etc. Nursecom, Inc., etc.]
v. 1- 1963-

Prism
[Chicago, American Medical Association]
v. 1-3 1973-1976

Professional care of mother and child
London: Maxwell Marketing Services
v. 1- 1991-
Continues: Midwife, health visitor & community nurse

Progress in cardiovascular nursing (Electronic Journal)

Public health nursing (Electronic Journal)

RCM midwives journal
London: Royal College of Midwives
v. 1- 1998-
Continues: Midwives

Regan report
See: Nursing law’s Regan report

The Regan report on nursing law
Providence, RI: Medica Press
Continued by: Nursing law’s Regan report

Rehabilitation nursing
Evanston, IL: Association of Rehabilitation Nurses
v. 6- 1981-
Continues: ARN journal

Research in nursing & health (Print Collection, Electronic Journal)
[New York: Scientific and Technical Division, Inc., etc.]
v. 1- 1978-

Revolution: the journal of nurse empowerment
Staten Island, NY: AD Von Publishers
v. 3-8 1993-1998
Continued by: Revolution (Oakland, CA)

RN (Print Collection, Electronic Journal)
[Oradell, N.J., etc., Medical Economics Co., etc.]
v. 17-21, 23- 1954-1958, 1960-
S.A. nursing journal
Pretoria [South Africa]: S.A. nursing journal
v. 35-41 1968-1974

Scandinavian journal of caring sciences
v. 9- 1995-

Seminars in oncology nursing
[Orlando, FL]: Grune & Stratton
v. 1- 1985-

Supervisor nurse
[Chicago, etc., S-N Publications, Inc.]
v. 1-12 1970-1981

Today’s OR nurse
[Thorofare, NJ, CB Slack, Inc.]
v. 1-18 1979-1996

Today’s surgical nurse
Thorofare, NJ: Slack, Inc.
v. 18-21 1996-1999
Continues: Today’s OR nurse

Tomorrow’s nurse
Providence, RI
v. 1-4 1960-1963

Topics in advanced practice nursing ejournal (Electronic Journal)

Topics in clinical nursing
[Rockville, MD: Aspen Systems Corp.]
v. 1-8 1979-1986

Western journal of nursing research
[Newbury Park, CA, etc.] Sage Publications
v. 1- 1979-

World of Irish nursing
Dublin, Maxwell Publicity
v. 1-5 1972-1976
Continued by: New World of Irish nursing